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Adding Value, Reducing Risk: Peer Review 
for Construction Projects 

A “second set of eyes” will provide an assessment of whether the 
designer’s plans and drawings will result in a building that conforms 
to all applicable codes and is safe. 
 
By Jacqueline Greenberg Vogt | December 13, 2019 | New Jersey Law Journal 

In the aftermath of recent construction disasters leading to catastrophic failures and loss of life, the concept 
of peer review has taken on an entirely new significance. A comprehensive plan and specification peer 
review is an effective risk management strategy for ensuring quality construction. Indeed, the National 
Transportation Safety Board concluded in its October 2019 report that inadequate peer review was a 
contributing factor in the fatal pedestrian bridge collapse at Florida International University in March 2018. 

What Is Peer Review? 

Peer review is a process by which independent designers examine a construction project’s design. A “second 
set of eyes” will provide an assessment of whether the designer’s plans and drawings will result in a building 
that conforms to all applicable codes and is safe. The review will identify areas where the design is 
incomplete or contains errors, and assesses whether the design is feasible to build. Peer reviews may be 
used for quality assurance, risk management, cost and/or code compliance. 
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Some jurisdictions require peer review for projects that exceed certain threshold limitations such as height, 
volume or number of occupants. Others require them for unusually complicated designs, and some offer an 
accelerated permit process where there has been voluntary peer review. 

How Is Peer Review Done? 

To begin, an owner identifies an independent designer with comparable expertise and experience to the 
designer of record for the project. The independent designer can be engaged from a different design firm, 
or can be from the same firm, so long as she or he was not involved in the original design and has the 
appropriate expertise. 

A peer reviewer is a neutral party, there should be no adversity between the peer reviewer and the designer. 
The peer reviewer’s role is not to criticize, but to enhance the design, and the peer review process should be 
approached as a learning opportunity. The most effective reviews occur when the reviewing designer 
performs an independent analysis of the structure and then constructively communicates any concerns, 
questions or discrepancies to the designer of record. 

Involving a peer reviewer from the earliest possible stage of the design process may be most effective. 
Sometimes project developers retain a peer review consultant at the same time as they engage the project 
designer. Often, a developer will require that a design firm include an experienced peer reviewer as part of 
their project team. This approach allows the peer reviewer to collaborate with the designer to ensure that 
there are no major engineering mistakes or issues overlooked. 

While peer review can be done after the design is complete, in the event errors are discovered or issues 
arise, corrections and changes often lead to increased costs and delays in everything from project approvals 
to construction time. As such, after-the-fact review is much less desirable. 

The peer reviewer’s first step is to examine the drafts of the design drawings and specifications and to 
confirm that the design meets the local construction and building codes. The peer reviewer should not 
assume that the designer’s work is accurate, because that assumption undercuts the very role of the peer 
reviewer, which is to determine if the work is correct. Rather, the peer reviewer should perform independent 
calculations to demonstrate to his or her satisfaction that the design will perform as intended. 

In addition, peer review provides an opportunity for a second set of eyes to evaluate specified equipment 
and materials. Catching an equipment or materials error or problem at an early stage in the process will 
save costly delays later should something specified turn out to be inappropriate, unavailable or inefficient. 

The next step in the process involves the peer reviewer providing a comprehensive report detailing his or 
her findings. Those findings are provided as a tool to assist the designer of record in refining the drawings 
and specifications. It provides the opportunity to make corrections and changes before an error or problem 
occurs in the field, where it inevitably will result in delays, change orders and extra costs. 

Finally, the last step is for the peer reviewer to meet with the design team to work through the identified 
issues and come up with agreed upon solutions. 

Benefits of Peer Review 

Peer review provides confirmation and assurance that the design is sound and that the design specifications 
are clear. A peer reviewed project is that much more likely to quickly and successfully complete permit and 
code compliance review. 
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A peer reviewed design may also proceed more quickly than a non-reviewed project as issues that cause 
delays (errors and omissions in the plans) have already been identified and addressed. Indeed, it may be 
possible to impose a tighter construction schedule on a project that is peer reviewed. 

Moreover, there is greater assurance that materials and equipment will be available and perform as 
intended. By addressing concerns before construction, a peer review reduces the number of RFIs and 
change orders, which in turn reduces costs. 

The least acknowledged benefit of a peer review is fostering communication between designers, owners and 
builders. Better communication reduces errors and omissions. 

Potential Pitfalls 

While the benefits of peer review are multiple, there are also potential problems. For example, if a peer 
reviewer (for reasons such as time or cost) relies on information or calculations provided by the designer of 
record rather than doing the analysis independently, the evaluation could fail to capture the precise errors 
or omissions it is intended to address. 

Peer reviews also have the potential to be inefficient and ineffective. Inefficiencies can occur if there is a 
duplication of effort that is not necessary. Peer review is ineffective where the peer reviewer rubber stamps 
the original designer’s work without independently verifying its accuracy. 

Another issue of which to be aware is the relationship between the peer reviewer and owner. If the reviewer 
has an intent to discredit the original designer in the eyes of the owner so as to obtain an advantage in 
obtaining future work, the review may show skewed results. On the other hand, if the peer reviewer is 
motivated to placate the owner, the reviewer may avoid bringing issues and concerns to the owner’s 
attention. 

Finally, if the original designer refuses to cooperate with the peer reviewer, the benefits of the process are 
completely devalued. 

Why Isn’t Peer Review Required for All Projects? 

As mentioned earlier, some jurisdictions offer a streamlined permit and code compliance review process 
for those projects which have been independently peer reviewed. Others require peer review only for 
projects of certain dimension. However, peer review remains a primarily voluntary procedure. 

This is because there is a cost associated with peer review that not all projects can bear. Also, the time a 
peer review can take, particularly in the case of complicated designs, may obviate its usefulness. Finally, 
there are designers whose egos prevent them from taking full advantage of a second level review. Their 
objections, and assurance to owners that peer review is not necessary, can dissuade owners from engaging 
peer reviewers. 

Conclusion 

It is difficult to quantify the benefits of peer review because the benefits accrue primarily in the form of 
problem avoidance and increased confidence in project performance. However, peer review can provide a 
great benefit to a construction project by reducing time, cost and error. 
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